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Author Explores His Scientific Theories, Technological Advances through Time
and the Challenges of Being Human in 30th Century: Revived
This Is the Newly Released 2nd Book in His Sci-Fi Series.
SAN DIEGO, CA (7-11-18) ‒ In the thought-provoking sci-fi series 30th Century, science is taken seriously. For Mark
Kingston Levin, PhD ‒ winner of the prestigious IRWIN Literary Award for Best Sci-Fi for Book 1 30th Century: Escape
‒ is not just a noted author. He is also an accomplished scientist with a PhD in quantum mechanics who made a career in
inventing scientific things, such as sensors to find submarines under the ice. Book 2 in the series – 30th Century: Revived
– continues to be a perfect outlet for using his science background as he explores time travel, genetic engineering,
possible other 30th century technological advances, and the universe’s mysteries. Meanwhile the main character Jennifer,
a Secret Society agent from the future, tries to adjust to life as a professor, wife and mother in the 21st century.
In Book 2, time travel continues to be an integral feature with a scientific basis. “There is nothing in physics today – or
that I’ve ever seen – that prevents time travel,” Dr. Levin asserts. “For my books I’ve developed a theory that allows it. I
call it J-Theory. Most time travel books don’t have science behind them. They are really Science Fantasy.”
In Book 2, Jennifer must reveal her 30th century origins to her 21st century husband, Marty, and help him believe it. To
this end, Dr. Levin cleverly introduces a book within a book. In it Jennifer describes her earlier life as a clandestine agent
in the 30th century, which she presents as science fiction. Marty is told the truth, and the book is a good introduction for
him to his wife’s past. Even here she must be careful to not disclose 30th century secrets that could endanger humanity.
Though she wanted children with Marty, Jennifer finds being a mother of twins confining and misses her secret agent
past. A kidnapping of a close young friend calls Jennifer back into action, and she can tap into her skills and 30th century
know-how while remaining true to her principles of non-violence.
For Dr. Levin, non-violence was an important theme. “Jennifer is able to succeed by substituting detailed planning, skill
and technology for violence,” the author notes. “When you see most lead characters in sci-fi movies, they’re shooting
guns or wielding lightsabers‒ whether they’re women or men. They kill people. This is entertainment in today’s world.
Well, I do it differently.”
The author says one of the qualities that made Jennifer inspiring in Book 1 is her ability to overcome. Book 2’s ultimate
challenge takes her into totally new territory that even the 30th century cannot solve. Will she find her way this time?
After working on the Apollo and Mars projects, Dr. Levin returned to study quantum mechanics under Nobel Laureate
Paul Dirac, obtaining his PhD in 2.5 years. He subsequently founded two companies and has been awarded over 30 US
patents. He retired in 2014 to write science fiction, publishing Book 1 in the series in 2017.
Popular topics the author can discuss in media interviews include technology that can make humans younger, the possible
colonization of Mars, understanding black holes, how artificial intelligence can save us, what we are learning about cells,
and more. You’ll find his many blogs about longevity, ant-aging, space, and the universe at:
www.markkingstonlevin.com.
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